RESOLUTION

Resolution

of

meeting

in

connection with issues relating

to delay in

in the official chamber of
.Iudse. Goalnara in Dresence of Judicial

investigation and trials dated 26/04/2019 held

frnn'hk, flictri{"1 and Sessions

Officers of the district and Addl. SP (Headquarter) Goalpara.

1.

The members discussed about methods to be adopted for disposal of

old pending cases so as to reduce the pendency at the earliest.

The members present resolved that timely service of process is to be done
particularly in old pending cases and to ensure timely return of process after due
execution.

Z.

Timely completion of investigation relating to cases involving heinous

offences ancl submission
administration. Further

of FF at the earliest is to be ensured by the police

it is resolved that investigation is to be completed at the

earliest in cases where accused persons are in judicial custody.

3.

Ensure timely appearance of IO's so as to complete the trial of cases at

the earliest.

A list of pendhg
submitted

cases where the processes are pending

is to

be

to the police administration so that the process are executed with

priority.

4.

The members further discussed about the issue pertaining to security of

Judicial Officers. The men-rbers resolved that atleast one Home Cuard is required
in each and every quarter to ensure safety of the Judicial Officers.

The newly created security gate is to be made effective by providing
adequate number of guards.

Further

it is resolved that the two

patrolling Home Guards are to

replaced inrmediately, as their seruices are not found to be proper.
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( T.K. Bhattachariee. District and Sessions
Judge,
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(AmitablBasumatary)

Addl. SP (Headquarter), Goalpara
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(Sanjay Hazarika, Addl. District and Sessions
Judge, Goalpara)

(Anil Kr. Basfor, Civil & Asstt. Sessions Judge, Goalpara)

(Raniita Agarwalla, CH4, Goapara)
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(Sonamoni Chanda, Addl. CJM, Goalpara)

6.

(A.

Goalpara)

(Pooja Devi, Munsiff NO.

I

cum JMFC, Goalpara)

(Jyotirufla Haloi, JMFC, Goalpara)

